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ABSTRACT
Eye contact represents a fundamental element of human social in-
teractions, providing essential non-verbal signals. Traditionally, it
has played a crucial role in fostering social bonds during in-person
gatherings. However, in the realm of virtual and online meetings,
the capacity for meaningful eye contact is often compromised by
the limitations of the platforms we use. In response to this challenge,
we present an application framework that leverages webcams to
detect and share eye gaze attention among participants. Through
the framework, we organized 13 group meetings involving a total
of 43 participants. The results highlight that the inclusion of gaze at-
tention can enrich interactive experiences and elevate engagement
levels in online meetings. Additionally, our evaluation of two levels
of gaze sharing schemes indicates that users predominantly favor
viewing gaze attention directed toward themselves, as opposed to
visualizing detailed attention, which tends to lead to distraction
and information overload.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, online meeting systems like Zoom and Microsoft
Teams have gained widespread popularity and usage. While remote
meetings offer advantages such as time savings and a reduced
carbon footprint associatedwith physical travel [21], they also come
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with several limitations in terms of user experience and engagement
when compared to in-person meetings [11].

The effectiveness and overall productivity of any group meeting
highly relies on how participants manage their attention and en-
gage in the discourse. In face-to-face interactions, participants enjoy
the advantage of easily assessing one another’s participation status,
aided by gaze cues about whom each participant is focusing on,
which significantly contributes to this understanding. However, in
online meetings, these crucial cues are not available to participants.
Moreover, in traditional face-to-face meetings, participants have
the ability to perceive each other’s attention and interest, which
often leads to spontaneous side conversations and plays a pivotal
role in nurturing social connections. Online meetings fail to es-
tablishing such meaningful social connections. Another advantage
that presenters or speakers possess in face-to-face meetings, is the
capability to adapt their content or pitch based on the level of en-
gagement displayed by their audience. They can gauge the reactions
and non-verbal cues of listeners, allowing for real-time adjustments.
Conversely, online discussions frequently leave presenters feeling
distracted or disengaged when they lack visible signs of attention
or feedback from fellow participants. This disconnect between pre-
senters and their audience can impede the overall effectiveness of
online meetings.

Towards this phenomena, various methods have been suggested
to enhance communication by enabling better eye contact and
sharing gaze information during remote collaborations [18]. How-
ever, previous studies in this area have primarily concentrated
on representing relative positions and adjusting gaze directions
with additional hardware to simulate eye contact among partici-
pants [12, 18]. Some research has explored the significance of joint
attention in collaborative work settings, employing commercial
eye tracking devices [6, 13, 19]. In comparison, our objective is to
investigate the acceptability and practicality of incorporating gaze
information in widespread multi-party online meetings conducted
on platforms like Skype, Zoom, WebEx, and Microsoft Teams, all of
which typically utilize laptops and webcams. Regarding acceptabil-
ity, we aim to determine whether incorporating gaze information
can enhance the online meeting experience for end-users by adding
value, increasing engagement, and promoting social interaction, or
if it tends to be distracting. Furthermore, our objective is to evaluate
the optimal manner of conveying gaze information among partici-
pants through two distinct approaches. The first method involves
complete visibility of gaze information among all participants (full
visibility mode), enabling individuals to observe who is looking at
whom. In contrast, the second method confines gaze information
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exclusively to the individuals themselves (direct visibility mode),
allowing them to perceive who is looking at them.

We have developed a web-based extension for online meetings
that can introduce gaze information through webcam streams. Us-
ing the extension framework, we have conducted a study encom-
passing 13 online groupmeetings involving a total of 43 participants.
In this paper, we report the feasibility and reception of visualizing
eye contact in virtual meetings. Specifically, we investigate whether
eye contact enhances the virtual meeting experience and assess the
suitable methods for visualizing eye contact in such settings.

2 RELATEDWORK
The significance of eye gaze information has garnered considerable
attention from researchers in psychology and affective comput-
ing [1, 10]. More specifically, in physical settings, the importance
of eye contact and attention has been investigated from various
perspectives, including turn-taking, social roles, and engagement
within group conversations [14, 15]. These studies typically utilized
head-mounted eye trackers or readily available cameras to track
eye and head movements. The outcomes of these investigations
underscore the crucial role of eye contact in promoting natural
organization and nurturing social connections during group dis-
cussions in face-to-face settings. Consequently, this emphasis on
the significance of eye contact in physical meetings has stimulated
research into its role within virtual meetings. Below, we outline the
primary focus of prior research in this area.

2.1 Representation of Eye Contact in virtual
meetings

Considerable research has focused on gaze correction methods
in video conferencing, facilitating individuals in maintaining eye
contact with their fellow participants [18]. True-view [22] aims to
provide accurate views for two meeting participants and create the
illusion of close proximity by using two cameras, one on the left
and one on the right, to generate a virtual camera view in the center.
MMSpace [16] offers realistic social telepresence in small group
conversations via "kinetic display avatars" that mirror remote users’
head movements. TeleHuman [12] introduces a cylindrical display
with 6 Kinects and a 3D projector. These methods primarily rely on
hardware solutions with complex setups to facilitate eye contact.
In contrast, there are also 2D video-based software approaches that
utilize computer vision techniques to calculate pupil positions and
apply image operations to adjust the pupil’s appearance, making
it seem like individuals are looking directly into the camera [17,
23]. More recently, commercial solutions like NVIDIA Maxine Eye
Contact1 have emerged. Our work, on the other hand, focuses on
conveying users’ genuine intentions, translating their attention and
eye contact when they are looking at another participant’s video
frame.

1https://developer.nvidia.com/blog/improve-human-connection-in-video-
conferences-with-nvidia-maxine-eye-contact

2.2 Implicit Gaze analysis in virtual meetings
Numerous studies have leveraged implicit gaze information to gain
insights into people’s behavior during virtual meetings. For in-
stance, Isaacs and Tang [11] conducted a study to discern the dis-
parities between in-person and virtual meetings. In virtual meetings,
participants typically used verbal cues like addressing each other
by name and explicitly requesting individuals to speak, whereas in
physical meetings, eye gaze was frequently employed to indicate
the recipient of their communication. Vertegaal et. al [20] discov-
ered that the absence of eye contact led to 88% of participants
experiencing difficulties in identifying the target of others’ conver-
sations. George et. al [7] investigated what users actually focus on
during online video meetings.While these studies analyzed gaze
information and yielded valuable social insights, they did not asses
the acceptance and feasibility of enabling explicit gaze information
in online meetings.

2.3 Explicit Gaze sharing in virtual meetings
There is existing research focused on sharing explicit gaze informa-
tion among participants to evaluate its advantages in collaboration
and learning contexts. For instance, D’Angelo and Gergle [6] used
remote eye tracking to share gaze information, investigating how
remote pairs utilize graphical representations of each other’s eye
gaze during tightly-coupled collaborative tasks. Burch [2] employed
mobile eye tracking devices to continuously monitor students’ eye
movements as they paid visual attention to lecture slides. Langner
et al. [13] conducted studies with student groups working remotely
on course assignments, utilizing Tobii eye trackers to explore how
eye-based joint attention enhances efficient collaboration. These
studies primarily employed commercial eye trackers to detect gaze
information within specific task environments. In contrast, our re-
search aims to assess the impact of general-purpose webcam-based
gaze information in everyday online group conversations.

In addition to gaze awareness, which is the central focus of
this paper, prior studies have delved into examining the effects
and utilization of various other modalities within the realm of on-
line meetings. These include investigations into the role of spatial
cues [3], which encompass the positioning of individuals within
virtual spaces to convey information or establish social dynamics.
Proximity cues [9] have also been scrutinized, exploring how the
perception of personal space and distance influences communica-
tion and interaction in virtual environments. Furthermore, head-
turning cues [4] have been studied to understand how subtle move-
ments of the head can signal attention or engagement, contributing
to the overall dynamics of group meetings.

3 GAZE-ENABLED ONLINE MEETING
FRAMEWORK

The proposed gaze-enabled meeting framework is based on exten-
sion of the Open Source Jitsi Meet Web platform by integrating
webcam-based gaze detection and visualization. As shown in Figure
1, the proposed meeting platform retains the familiar layout found
in popular online meeting platforms, with video frames distributed
proportionally among participants. Gaze attention is denoted by
bubbles located in the top right corner of each participant’s video
frame, while eye gaze calibration and the option to select between
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Figure 1: This screenshot illustrates a session of the gaze-enabled online meeting framework featuring five participants (in Full
Visibility mode). Each participant is depicted within a rectangular frame, with attention bubbles displayed in the top right
corner of each frame, indicating the attention they are receiving from other participants. Notably, the participant positioned in
the top middle frame is currently being observed by three other participants, while the participant in the bottom right frame is
the focus of attention for two other participants.

two proposed visualization modes are available in the bottom lay-
out. In the following sections, we provide insights into the visual
design (gaze attention representation) and functional design (gaze
tracking and sharing) choices.

3.1 Visual Design
To determine the most suitable approach for integrating gaze at-
tention information, we initiated an ideation process comprising
two focus group discussions. In these discussions, participants were
presented with a hypothetical scenario wherein gaze information,
indicating who is looking at whom in a virtual meeting, was avail-
able. The aim was to gather insights on how people preferred to
visualize this information.

The initial focus group, composed of 5 university students, and
the subsequent group, comprising 8 university employees, both
brainstormed ideas aimed at enhancing video conference plat-
forms. Suggestions ranged from implementing arrows between
video frames to adjusting frame sizes, incorporating color coding,
and introducing virtual avatars. However, ideas involving explicit
visualizations such as avatars, 3D images, rotating videos [8, 19]
were dismissed due to their potential to disrupt the current layout
and user experience of online video platforms, to which users have
become accustomed.

The preferred design concept centered around embedding cir-
cular bubbles within video frames. This choice was made to main-
tain the familiar layout of traditional meeting platforms, as users
were already familiar with such bubbles, commonly used to indi-
cate attention in platforms like Overleaf and Google Docs. Our
user-centered design approach meticulously refined visualization

elements, addressing concerns such as size, placement, and ani-
mation of gaze bubbles. Initially, real-time gaze tracking resulted
in distracting icon movements, prompting the introduction of a
fading effect to ensure a smoother user experience. When it came
to visualizing gaze with bubbles, two options were considered: us-
ing colored dots or letter abbreviations derived from usernames..
Despite the simplicity of colored dots, feedback and our preference
favored letter abbreviations as color dots are hard to distinguish
especially in larger meetings.

3.2 Functional Design
The gaze-enabled framework was implemented as a web extension,
ensuring easy integration into users’ browsers. We selected Jitsi
Meet as our video conferencing platform due to its resemblance
to commercial remote meeting software in design and function-
ality, coupled with the advantage of open-source flexibility for
design adjustments and data analysis. Gaze tracking was achieved
through the integration of the WebGazer library 2. In Jitsi meet-
ings, visualizations were created by overlaying HTML elements
using JavaScript. The browser extension is designed for adaptabil-
ity in virtual conference meetings on the Jitsi Meet platform and
requires installation in the web browser. The recorded gaze data
is transmitted to a NodeJS server for processing and conversion
into gaze bubble visualization data. This server is hosted on a cloud
provider’s instance. Subsequently, the converted visualization data
is sent back to the browser extension and directly displayed within
the online meeting.

On the server side, we performed additional processing of We-
bGazer data to enhance gaze prediction accuracy. We implemented

2https://webgazer.cs.brown.edu
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Figure 2: Participant feedback for the proposed gaze-enabled
framework with inherent comparisons with conventional
virtual meeting. Errors bars indicate Standard Deviation

WebGazer’s Kalman filter and further improved precision by averag-
ing the last 20WebGazer predictions. The purpose of this smoothing
filter is to minimize unwanted jittering effects. The filter computes
an average of the most recent data points, running alongside the
current eye gaze as a secondary reference. Consequently, signifi-
cant deviations are mitigated as much as possible, resulting in a
noticeably smoother user experience with the framework. We also
conducted checks to ensure that predicted gaze coordinates fell
within specific HTML elements designated for each user (video
frame associated with a participant). Attention was realized by
gaze fixation for at least one second, adhering to the standard dwell
time criteria established in eye-tracking literature*[5]. The calibra-
tion of the eye tracker was designed to be user-friendly, involving
intuitive clicks at various points on the screen. Initially, these cali-
bration points are positioned at the screen corners and center on
the calibration screen, and subsequently on individual windows
corresponding to the participants during the meeting.

4 EVALUATION STUDY
The study’s objective is to evaluate the acceptance and feasibility of
remote meetings enhanced with gaze-based attention information,
and compare the two modes of attention visualization. To achieve
this, we invited multiple users to use the proposed framework in
remote group conversation scenario and gather their subjective
feedback through online questionnaire.

4.1 Participants
A total number of 43 participants (32 males and 11 females; aged 22
to 55, mean = 30.2, SD = 7.5) took part in the study. 15 participants
were university students, 12 researchers, 8 industry employees, and
8 from other occupations (nurse, teachers etc.). All the participants
were competent in using computers and other online services such
as virtual meeting applications. 30 participants mentioned that
physical meetings are their preferred type of meeting, while the re-
maining 13 said they prefer virtual meetings. We also asked what’s
their main reason or use case for using virtual meetings. In this re-
gard, 23 of the participants mentioned their main use case for work

(business, conferences, etc.), 14 mainly use it for school (lecture,
exercises, etc.), and 6 of the participants mainly use virtual meeting
for personal needs (meeting friends, family etc.). The participants
were not paid and did not receive any other compensation.

4.2 Procedure
The entire study was conducted online. We scheduled the group
meeting using a standard online calendar. Once the schedule was
confirmed, we sent the participants an online study details link,
which included brief information about the study and requested
their informed consent for data recording and analysis. Additionally,
it provided the Jitsi meeting link for them to join at the scheduled
time slot. Within the study details link, once participants consented
to the study’s terms, they were directed to the next page to down-
load the extension. This page included a set of instructions, includ-
ing an installation guide, a brief pictorial tutorial on the calibration
process, and information on the two visualization modes. Before
joining the meeting, participants were required to calibrate the
webcam-based eye tracking system. The meeting host welcomed
everyone and spent the initial 5 minutes addressing any technical
queries related to the framework from participants. Afterward, the
meeting followed its agenda, which varied from a regular research
groupmeeting to student project discussions or casual social gather-
ings. During the meeting, participants had the option to re-calibrate
if they believed that improved accuracy was necessary. Each partic-
ipant received an anonymous user ID, which they used to complete
a post-meeting questionnaire. These user IDs were unique to each
participant, ensuring consistency even if they dropped out and
rejoined the meeting.

After the meeting they received an online questionnaire link con-
sisted several parts: Demographic details and preferences including
age, gender, and general preferences regarding physical versus vir-
tual meetings, and the frequency of webcam usage; Framework
assessment where participants provided feedback on the comfort
and accuracy of using eye tracking during themeeting. Additionally,
they assessed the optional feature of providing attention informa-
tion without turning on the camera; Visualizationmode comparison
where participants compared their experience using full visibility
versus direct mode visualizations; Option for additional feedback
in textual form was also provided.

4.3 Results
In total 13 group meetings took place using the framework with a
minimum of 3 and maximum of 7 participants in a single meeting
(including the host who did not participate in the questionnaire),
i. e., average of 4.3 person per meeting. The total meeting duration
was 8 hours, i. e., average of 36 minutes per meeting. After attending
these meetings, all the participants expressed their opinion through
questionnaire, which we report in the following:

4.3.1 Gaze calibration and accuracy. First, we asked the partici-
pants their feedback on the integrated calibration process in the
framework, and the perceived accuracy of eye tracking. The cali-
bration process was rated by participants with an average score of
2.59, SD = 1.2 (on the Likert scale from 1 = very easy to 5 = very
complicated). Participants rated the accuracy of eye gaze with an
average score of 2.79, SD = 1.11 (1 = very accurate to 5 = not accurate
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Figure 3: Participant feedback while comparing the two
modes of attention visualization. Errors bars indicate Stan-
dard Deviation

at all). Some participants commented – “Calibration not easy in bad
light conditions” “tracking sometimes "drifted" off to person below”
“Had some accuray / calibration issues but after the third calibration
the accuracy was fine”. In summary, we found that the calibration
and accuracy of the system depended on individual participant
characteristics such as seating position, camera quality, lighting
conditions, and more. Consequently, the perception of accuracy
varied among participants, as evidenced by the significant standard
deviation in the results. However, despite this variability, the scores
we recorded are promising, especially considering the limitations of
webcam-based tracking in current eye-tracking research. Looking
ahead, we anticipate that advancements in camera technology and
innovative tracking methods will greatly broaden the scope of our
research and its practical applications.

4.3.2 Assessment and acceptance of gaze-enabled meeting frame-
work. The proposed framework enables eye contact information
compared to conventional virtual meeting platform, however, it
also introduces additional overhead of visual information process-
ing for its participants. We wanted to assess how users perceive
the usefulness of eye contact information, therefore we asked them
“In comparison to virtual meetings with no eye-contact, if the frame-
work made the meeting more socially interactive/exciting and fun/has
added value” (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). We also
asked if the framework distracted them from the actual meeting.
The results of this assessment are shown in Figure 2. It is evident
from the results that participants found the framework interesting,
and agreed that enabling gaze aids value to the meetings by making
it more exciting, and socially interactive. At the same time, it is
important to know that participants did not find the additional
information distracting them from actual meeting severely. The
positive assessment also reflected in the overall acceptance of pro-
posed framework, i. e., to the question “If possible: would you use the
framework for future meetings?”. 31 out of the 43 participants said
they would like to use it in future meetings, only 1 participant said
she would not, while the rest 11 were neutral. In the pilot study we
observed that adjusting calibration and accuracy can be sometimes

demanding or erroneous for participants, and hence they judge the
concept of enabling eye contact in future meetings chiefly based on
the tracking accuracy. Therefore to further understand the reason-
ing behind their non-acceptance, all the participants who selected
the options of “No” or “I would not care” had an additional pop-up
question “if the accuracy of eye tracking is improved in future, would
they like to use the framework in future meetings”. 46% off the par-
ticipants who were initially neutral about using the framework in
future with the answer “I would not care”, changed their decision to
“Yes” showcasing that they like the concept but they were mainly
hesitant due to the accuracy of eye tracking.

4.3.3 Sharing attention without switching-on video feed. In many
situations, individuals attending a meeting may either be unable
or unwilling to activate their cameras. Reflecting this, in the de-
mographic questionnaire we have asked the participants how often
do you use your webcam in virtual meetings, to which we received
average response of 3.09, SD = 1.19 (1 = never to 5 = very often).
The neutral score indicates that it is highly subjective to people
preferences and context. Nevertheless, an absence of video feed
highly depreciates the social context for meeting participants, both
as a presenter/speaker who does not know if people are paying
attention, and as a participant who does not have any other source
to show their attention and active participation. In this regard, we
asked the participants (i) “Being a presenter/speaker - Would you like
to have attention information from the participants whose camera
are switched off”, and (ii) “Being a participant - In situations where
you are uncomfortable in switching on the camera, you would have
no problem in sharing the gaze attention information”. In response
to (i), most participants agree that they would like to get the atten-
tion information and provided an average score of 4.2, SD = 1 (on
the Likert scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree).
Answering (ii) average score was 3.8, SD = 1.2.

4.3.4 Comparison and acceptance of visualization schemes. We
have integrated two different visualization schemes in the frame-
work, i. e., Full Visibility, and Direct Mode. During the meeting,
participants were free to switch between these modes as per their
convenience and liking. After the meeting, we asked them to weigh
the visualizations (by the inherent means of icons frequency and
attention information) distracted them from actual meeting, if they
felt overwhelmed to process the information, or with respect to
privacy aspect of being watched by others. The findings, depicted
in Figure 3, align with our expectations, showing that participants
favored the Direct mode concerning distraction, information over-
load, and privacy concerns. To assess the statistical differences in
ordinal Likert Scale responses, we first conducted a Shapiro-Wilk
test for normality and subsequently applied theWilcoxon rank-sum
test. The results indicated a significant distinction between Full Vis-
ibility and Direct mode for the dependent variables of distraction
(𝑝 < .01), information overload (𝑝 < .01), and privacy (𝑝 < .001).
Furthermore, upon surveying the participants to ascertain their
preferred mode, it was found that approximately 60% favored the
direct mode, indicating a clear preference for its straightforward
approach. In contrast, 38% of participants opted for the full visibil-
ity mode, appreciating its comprehensive display of information,
and 2% did not express a preference for either mode. Additional
subjective feedback from the participants also reflects the usage
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scenario of two schemes: "when I am in business meeting or giving
a presentation, I would use Direct Mode as it lets me focus, but at the
same time provides me motivation that people are paying attention.
However, in social meetings with colleagues, friends, and family I
would choose Full visibility scheme to connect with everyone". We
argue that both schemes have certain pros and cons and end user
should have the choice to enable and disable their preferred mode.
This could also be driven by the privacy regulations of the particu-
lar organization or region, e. g., companies can opt for only Direct
mode integration in their virtual meeting platform, or it could also
depend on the use case scenario, a moderator of the meeting can
have the full visibility but the participants can only see who are
looking at them with a direct mode.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We introduced a framework that allows users to perceive gaze
attention in online group meetings using webcam feeds. Our re-
sults demonstrated that incorporating gaze attention can enhance
interactive experiences and increase engagement levels in online
meetings, with users expressing a preference for its integration
in online meeting platforms. This framework provide the option
of without the need to activate the camera, offering the option
to enhance attention and engagement in meeting and lectures,
without compromising privacy. We also explored the right level
of granularity for conveying gaze attention, and users preferred
the scheme of receiving attention information directed at them in
terms of distraction, privacy, and information processing. However,
this preference is also subject to situations, such as people prefer
complete share (everyone can see who is looking at whom) in social
meeting scenarios.

We anticipate that advancements in camera technology and
tracking algorithms on modern computers will significantly im-
prove gaze attention accuracy. This progress will enable the inte-
gration of gaze communication into commercial online meeting
platforms and open new research avenues for exploring non-verbal
behavior in virtual collaborative environments. Our future plans
involve incorporating additional non-verbal signals, including emo-
tion and gesture recognition, into the framework. Emotion recog-
nition has already been integrated, and we are planning a study
involving teachers being informed about shared gaze and emotion
status in a classroom setting.
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